Abstract

This paper shows a prototype development of an intelligent line follower mini-robot system, the objective is to recognize, understand and modify the actual performance of the movements of the robot during its pathway by way of getting information in real time from different magnetic sensors implemented in the system and based in a V2X digital compass, microcontroller and odometric measurements.

The paper shows as well, the system characterization of the V2X sensor (digital compass) and the cost-benefit of the prototype implementation and performance. The programming techniques and easy operation is detailed too.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is shown in the article the design and implementation of an “autonomous intelligent line follower navigation system” which has been designed in the DISCA-SEA IIMAS-UNAM, it is used an inductive- magnetic based sensor to measure magnetic fields which shows the orientation and position of the pathway of the mobil-robot to get real-time navigation information. This efficient potential tool has been used since the 90’s in industrial applications with a lot of success because of its good performance, small size and compatibility with different electronic systems.

The follower system (FS) uses a continuous black line on a white background in its pathway during its travel trajectory, the line has to be 18 millimeters width in order to have an acceptable functioning. To analyze the inductive sensor, test experimentation was done within a roadway, capturing data where possible conflicts could be appears during the test, this data was used as inputs to the algorithm to achieve corrections on the decision speed and control movements. A microcontroller assigns the speeds to optimize the performance according to time movements in order to get a closer behavior as humans could do it without a vision system to catch its environment. The task of this work has been to study the V2X compass real performance to develop the navigation algorithms and implement them in a AT90S1200 Atmel microcontroller.

2. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The elements involved during the physical design are:

2.1 Transmission.

The mobil prototype was implemented with a transmission system conformed with two rear wheels, coupled to two direct current motors, each wheel however is independent functioning for gears and reduction box system.

![Figure 1. Transmission system and wheels location](image)

In front of the prototype there is a “crazy wheel” system making possible to achieve free turns up to 360 degrees. Wheels are made of heavy duty plastic with a rugged polymer plastic made friction-avoid central line, this implementation allows heavy weight carry performance (between 0.8 and 1.5 kilograms) with minimal current consumption (typically 300 milliamps). Allowed movements are:

- Forward direction
- Backward direction
- Left and Right turns
- 360 degrees rotation

2.2 Direct current motor control
Control for the two motors in the system is carried out by using the L293D integrated circuit H bridge, a microcontroller enable and disable the motor excitation elements using the internal H bridges in the circuit. The easy operation of the L293D circuit and considering the only one movement in a single direction, it is possible to use the following operation movements codification as shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOTOR 1</th>
<th>MOTOR 2</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IN 1</td>
<td>IN 2</td>
<td>IN 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. L293D operation

And because of the direct control using pulse width modulation (PWM) to on/off and speed control for motors, we use the table 2 input/output information to enable the motors, as it is shown next:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>PIN ENABLE</th>
<th>OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>High “Z”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>High “Z”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Motors enable input/output signal sequence.

In order to get microcontrollers electrical protection as short circuit and high energy current peaks because of continuous motor switching activity, an isolated purpose interface was implemented between microcontrollers and L293D circuit by using non-inverted buffers (74HC4050 high speed CMOS circuits) as it is shown in figure 2.

### 2.3 Line Follower Prototype Architecture

Figure 3 shows the line follower architecture, where microcontroller, sensors and motors interaction can be observed.

![Figure 3 Prototype Architecture](image)

### 2.4 Sensors Distribution

Sensor distribution within the system is shown in figures 4 and 5.

![Figure 4. Sensors location within the prototype](image)

![Figure 5. Distance distribution of sensors within the layout platform prototype](image)

### 2.5 Line following programming description

To implement this section of prototype, a microcontroller AT90S1200 was used, because of its simplicity for programming purposes, the program achieve five sensor monitoring and direct current motor control, using the available 32 registers and 2 communication ports of the chip. The microcontroller is good situated for such a task, even still.
can be expanded if a more complex implementation is required for some other application. First approximation in the design, showed the possibility of using only 3 central sensors for line follower control, but different experiments showed there was a problem when very close curves where in the robot pathway, so adding some more sensors fixed this problem and the line follower system showed good performance for all pathways in the experiments, methodology analysis for sensors and prototype reaction was done as it is showed in next section.

2.5.1 Line drawing analysis

Microcontroller achieves following analysis criterias:

- When two side-central lateral sensors (1 and 3) are out of pathway line and central sensor is on pathway line, the decision is the prototype is following a straight line drawing, then the 2 motors have to be activated instantly. (Figure 4 and 5).

- If prototype is following a line and the front sensor is not ON, there is no curve line and two motors must be still ON.

- If a curve line has not been detected but the right sensor (3) is within the line, the microcontroller activates the left motor to turn left until the signal sensor indicates is already out of the line, then the two motors are activated again at the same time to go forward.

- If a curve line has not been detected but the left sensor (1) is within the line, the microcontroller activates the right motor to turn right until the signal sensor indicates is already out of the line, then the two motors are activated again at the same time to go forward.

- When a curve line is detected (front sensor signal is activated), the operation process jumps to the algorithm for curve lines reaction.

2.5.2 Curve line analysis

When the front sensor in the prototype finds a curve line (front sensor 4 is ON) the microcontroller achieves next analysis:

- If central and side sensors are out of the line, and the middle sensor is within the line, the microcontroller will activate the right motor until the central right sensor is within the line, this action is named “zigzagder”. When right sensor is already within the line, it jumps immediately to “zigzagizq” action.

- ZIGZAGIZQ: if the middle and right central sensors are within the line (left sensor does not care), the microcontroller must activate the left motor until the right sensor is out of the line drawing. When the action gets the right sensor out of the line, the operation jumps to the “zigzagder” action.

- ZIGZAGDER: the middle central sensor is within the line and the right sensor is out of the line, the microcontroller will activate the right motor until the right sensor is within the line. When this is done it jumps immediately to he “zigzagizq” action.

While a curve line is been followed, the front sensor is out of the line (figures 6B, 6C and 6D) and the rear sensor is within the line in about first half of the curve line pathway, (figures 6D and 6E). This action guarantees the prototype been in a straight line again, this action is graphically explained in figure 6.

![Figure 6. Curve line behavior of prototype sensors.](image)

While mentioned actions “zigzagder” and “zigzagizq” are taken placed, at the same time the front sensor signal state is been continuously monitored, the inf the front sensor is OFF (logical “0”), the algorithm jumps to verify the rear signal sensor, and having next two possible decisions:

a) If it is ON (logical “1”) implies curve line still does not finish and then “zigzagder” and “zigzagizq” actions must still been taken place until rear sensor is OFF and then the straight line operation is guaranteed and takes place.

b) If it is OFF, implies the sensors are aligned and “zigzagder” and “zigzagizq” actions can still be operating and go to straight line operation mode.

2.5.3 Speed Control

This module in the system architecture allows to have proportional signals to achieve pulse width modulation control for motor speed. The input signal to change width pulse is acquired by way of a dip-switch and a microcontroller to enable and disable the H bridge in the L293D integrated circuit mentioned before.

This stage uses an Atmel AVR AT90S1200 microcontroller to achieve pulse width modulation, this chip was used because of its “cost-benefit” advantages as small size and cost, as well as, easy programming development facilities. Using a microcontroller gives the system flexibility and user
capabilities to change frequency operation and optimize power consumption and performance of motors. Most microcontrollers are restricted to 4Khz. frequency to be used for PWM reducing motors performance.

One problem with microcontroller operation used to capture and process information, is the clock cycle lost signaling as a result of speed changes, this generates a delay operation in the infrared sensors and magnetic-inductive sensor data acquisition signaling. From experimental results, using different pathways and circuits, and by slope and curve analysis of line drawings used as the prototype road, 4 output driving signals were chose to speed control of the mobil system. This signals are shown in figures 7, 8 and 9, in figures can be observed a 11.0 Khz. carrier frequency por PWM and ON/OFF timing.

- Data interpretation from mass storage.

2.6.2 V2X acquisition and interpretation programming method.

First, data capture is taken place with troubled sections on road pathway, in order of having a best criteria for easier pathways sections as straight and small curve lines in a “learning and acknowledge” route in the pathway road. As it has mentioned before, to detect a line curve first the front infrared sensor numbered 4 (figure 4) is used, if the sensor is out of the line, the microcontroller capture an orientation data from digital compass and storage the information in flash memory. Every time this action takes place the microcontroller actually capture two consecutive orientation data to get an acceptable data range to guarantee the data is correct (2 consecutive data has to be almost the same value) because the V2X sensor sometimes generates not-correct data because of prototype vibrations in the road pathway. Typical data from sensor in technical manual informations is ± 1°, but for the present design ± 3° were considered to achieve a robust acquisition.

After orientation of first point-set within the curve line has been detected, it has to be detected when the line finishes, this is done by using the rear sensor (5) (figure 4) as follows:

Because of the front sensor is out of the curve line (it gets a logical “1”), the microcontroller expects the infrared sensor number 4 gets inside the line again, when this is done, inmediately the rear sensor (5) is monitored and following decisions are taken:

- Sensor is ON, prototype stil inside the curve line.
- Sensor is OFF, it is guarranteed that prototype is aligned and curve line has finished.

Once the curve line is finished, the microcontroller acquires an orientation data and storage it in flash memory.

2.6.3 Orientation data sotrage method

To easy analysis and interpretation of captured data, 3 index registers “X,Y and Z” were used as follows:

1) Data list for orientation to indicate the beginning and end of curve lines, is stored using the X index register within the memory range $62 to $100 addresses.

2) Adress $60 is defined to storage the orientation data for the very beginning of the prototype pathway.

3) For every orientation data to indicate the end of every curve line, data is stored in memory beginning in address $102.

4) In register “z” the “curve characterization” is stored, this data tells the system the size of the curve line (time duration) and is memorized beginning in address $1A4.

The method is graphically illustated in figure 10. when generated and stored data structure is showed.

2.6 V2X sensor implementation with mobil prototype

2.6.1 Capture and processing information

To capture data from line drawings, the V2X magnetic-inductive sensor was used. In the application an slave mode operation and a binary output format were used in order to make arithmetic operations easier for microcontroller programming, having directly angular data output within the range of 0 to 168° in hexadecimal numerical representation. In this stage of system architecture, an AT90S8515 microcontroller was used to achieve following operations:

- Infrared sensor monitoring
- Data acquisition for V2X digital compass
- Data analysis to validation process
- Continuous turn recognition
- Data storage
- Data acquisition and comparative processing for continuous turn case operation.
Figure 10. Generated data structure in Microcontroller

The used AT90S8515 microcontroller can storage 512 bytes of data memory, as it is shown in the figure the memory was sectioned in 4 parts to optimize data storage and access of information. Registers X and Y can storage 160 bytes, every curve is codified with 2 bytes so 60 curve lines can be stored which makes the system available to almost any type of curve lines within a line drawing road pathway real operation and with acceptable speed movements. In the other hand, register Z only storage 1 byte data which lets only 107 free bytes for stack pointer operation beginning in memory address $25F.

2.6.4 Data Interpretation method

For curve characterization, the magnitude difference of initial and final orientation values are used (Z1), if X1 is the initial orientation value and Y1 the final value:

\[ Z1 = |X1 - Y1 | \]

Z1 is the curve representation in degrees with a correspondent speed value, this action can be seen in figure 11.

Figure 11. Orientation values X and Y, and difference value Z.

To evaluate and relate the real behavior of the mobil with this values, experimentation was done with different curves types to approximate the real operation of the system. Three experimental speeds were used with different pathways curves and straight lines and the following results are showed in figure 12 and 13 for two different curves.

3. RESULTS

Curve case studies and speed reaction.

Figures from 12 to 17, show the different curve types case studies, to classify the difficult degree of road line drawing pathway, and so the times and behavior of the prototype in its travelling operation. Curve 1 results:

Figure 12. Curve 1 case

Curve case 1 with speed 1:
\[ T_{14} = 4.29-5.44 \text{ [seg]} \]
Curve case 1 with speed 2:
\[ T_{14} = 3.35-4.07 \text{ [seg]} \]

Times for travelling through pathway:

For this speeds, the sensor 2 is going inside the line, while sensors 1 and 3 are going out of the line, considering this values adequate for the curve type used.

Curve case 1 with speed 3:
\[ T_{14} = 3.18-3.45 \text{ [seg]} \]

This velocity shows a small time operation, however the mobil gets an unstable behavior because of is trying to follow the best way the curve line, and fast head movements are carried out in the mobil prototype (shaking head movements).

Curve 2 results:

Figure 13. Curve 2, case study

Time of travelling pathway:
with speed 1:
\[ t_{12} = 3.75-4.31 \text{ [seg]} \]
with speed 2:
\[ t_{12} = 2.75-3.31 \text{ [seg]} \]
With this speeds, sensor 2 is going inside the line and sensor 1 and 3 are going out the line.

With speed 3:
\[ t_{12} = 2.31-2.80 \text{ [seg]} \]
with this speed the mobil makes shaking head movements 3 times before reaches part 2 of the curve, and never gets a stable state.
Figures 14 and 15 shows results for 10 different curves and conclusions about decision on its use operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve 1</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Data to compare</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Range [°]</th>
<th>Speed assign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 1 at 2</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>341° -&gt; 66°</td>
<td>300° -&gt; 341° -&gt; 19°</td>
<td>19° + 0.05°</td>
<td>The suitable speed for this curve is in the range: 73 - 74°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>342° -&gt; 57°</td>
<td>300° -&gt; 342° -&gt; 17°</td>
<td>17° + 0.05°</td>
<td>0 - 10°</td>
<td>The suitable speed for this curve is in the range: 192 - 193°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>343° -&gt; 57°</td>
<td>300° -&gt; 343° -&gt; 17°</td>
<td>17° + 0.05°</td>
<td>0 - 10°</td>
<td>The suitable speed for this curve is in the range: 192 - 193°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve 2</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Data to compare</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Range [°]</th>
<th>Speed assign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 1 at 2</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>190° -&gt; 95°</td>
<td>190° -&gt; 95°</td>
<td>95° + 0.05°</td>
<td>The suitable speed for this curve is in the range: 82 - 90°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>190° -&gt; 95°</td>
<td>190° -&gt; 95°</td>
<td>95° + 0.05°</td>
<td>0 - 10°</td>
<td>The suitable speed for this curve is in the range: 82 - 90°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

Results and conclusions are showed in figure 16 and figure 17 for 10 different curves, for values 0 to 17° speed number 3 was used, and the mobil makes an interpretation as to consider the pathway a straight line. For 18 to 109° speed used was number 2, within this range most curves are classified when experimental results were done and the mobil prototype get fast movements without getting unstable behavior.

For values bigger than 110° experiments shows and agree to use speed number 1, because in this range the mobil makes high degree difficult turns like a “U” turn, so the speed has to have a small value in order to get stable behavior.
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